DVD TITLES - $7 EACH
DVD: The Name - The Key of Knowledge
An intensive Hebrew Letter Study of the Name
of Yahuah, and the Name of the Mashiach,
Yahusha. Discusses: Mysteries of the original
letters, the Alef-Tau; the Baal-lord Trick exposed! Two Torah Talk sessions with Lew
White and Mark Davidson

DVD: Natsarim - A live seminar on the original
followers of Yahusha Ha/Mashiak. Torah Teachers,
Watchmen, Branches, Guardians of the Name of
Yahuah and His Word. They obeyed the Covenant
as written and believed in the redemption of
Yahusha. Pursued by the Dragon as heretics for
denying the authority of the circus / church fathers.

DVD: ESCHATON —The Last Thing; reveals
the Samson Option; a video seminar that looks
at the application of the things described in
prophecy by Yahusha at Mt. 24.
The end of this world’s governance by men will
be sudden and severe for the great majority.

DVD: WITCHCRAFT—Lew White teaches us that witchcraft is
practiced openly under the name of a Greek drug sorceress,
Circe. Hashatan has misdirected his audience to what simply
appears to be witchcraft. Real witchcraft is performed by almost
everyone and is perceived as “righteousness”. Religion is the
most dangerous witchcraft of all and is practiced openly by
billions!

SYNCRETISM —The Zodiac Stronghold:
Worship of the host of heaven. The old religion of
Babel is a scheme of the devil, luring everyone in
their pursuit of love. Worshipping or fearing omens
of animal shapes “living in the sky” has been a long
recorded history of mankind. Video debunks the
mystery of deliverance “written in the stars,” and
shows it is a great deception.

DVD: HEARTBEAT OF CREATION
THE CONTINUITY OF THE WEEKLY CYCLE
A live seminar on the ﬁrst week of crea on’s con nuous
rhythm throughout all of me. The recurring pa ern of
the 7-day week is a reminder to all mankind of the
regularity designed into the measurement of me.

DVD: POSSESSED: Lew discusses being captured by
DVD: SHEKINAH —The Nesting of the
Name. The physical manifestation of the
presence of our Creator Yahuah was perceived
as fire as in the burning bush when Mosheh
was called. Other examples are demonstrated.

DVD: The Servant - How we become
Servants by imitating Yahusha—A LIVE SEMINAR
WITH LEW WHITE

—

Yahusha works in us, enabling us to become His
vessels through which He serves.
We are His body, and we present our bodies as
living offerings to Him.

ANGLICAN CATHOLIC

DVD: KING JAMES VERSION
30-minute video explaining why everyone
calls on “the LORD.” Expunging the Name
from the Scriptures was done by translators:
adonai, kurios, dominus to LORD in English.
English is the prophesied jabbering lip.
Other discussions about the KJV are studied
also, such as the term “Easter” at Acts 12:4
DVD: The TRINITY

SEMINAR WITH LEW WHITE

The Trinity Myth - It’s gnostic origin and purpose.
Explains how the doctrine became incorporated
into Christianity. The purpose of promoting this is
to conceal the true identity of Yahusha.

Yahusha’s Love. Natsarim are controlled, occupied, and retained for use by the Spirit of Yahusha
1 Cor 6:19,20: “Or do you not know that your body is the Dwelling place of the Set-apart Spirit Who is in you, which you have
from Elohim, and you are not your own? For you were bought
with a price, therefore esteem Elohim in your body and in your
spirit, which are of Elohim.”

DVD: SABBATH BREACH
Origins of the sun-day stronghold. Study on how the
Sabbath was changed and how it is to be
observed. We are witnessing the restoration of the
SIGN of the Everlasting Covenant on the Earth.
The “ancient paths” are being sought. Learn how the
world came to be deceived.
DVD: ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION
A shrine dedicated to the Hindu destroyer Shiva is
set up in a place it should not be.
This 29-minute video explains the meaning of the
object and how the design is found all over India
and used to worship the destroyer Shiva.
The Silk Road trade route brought this into the
Middle East as India expanded in 200 BCE.

DVD: Hebrew Phonology 1 - hour video
A study of the Hebrew script and sounds of words
as inspired without the meddling of vowel marks
invented to divert the utterance of the Name.
Discusses the power of the inspired Hebrew text,
and the fulfillment of the prophecy at Zef. 3:9.
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DVD: Marriage — What is it? How it is done, and
why it is so vital? Our relationship with Yahuah
through the covenant is a marriage.
Marriage is the goal of Creation. Yahusha calls to
His wife to return to Him.

DVD: Observances of Yahuah (Mo’edim) Weekly and Annual Appointed Times given to us at Lev.
23 & DT. 16. Shadows of things to come.
They reflect our response to His proposal, our
acceptance of Him as our Husband.

DVD: WAR IN HEAVEN - The Question is:
Who is the sovereign of esteem? How an Identity
Thief has stolen the Identity of Yahuah, and
installed himself on the throne of people’s hearts
through the False Name “LORD”

DVD: Death: Live seminar study on how to
avoid the “second death”, as directed by Yahusha
the Creator of Heaven and Earth. The harvest of
the living is imminent; those in the grave will be
called forth for the first resurrection

DVD: Image of the Beast—The magic symbol of
the sun. Popular Symbols cherished by billions of
people over the centuries have been worshipped,
causing their defilement. A. Hislop and E. Bullinger
during the 1800’s revealed these things.

DVD: Wormwood—Live seminar on Spiritual &
Physical Wormwood. Changing Yahuah’s Words
causes us to “eat wormwood.”
The words of Yahuah have been altered through
centuries of institutionalized false teachings.

DVD: Persecution –The price we pay for choosing
to walk as Yahusha walked in this darkened world.
We are told not to be shocked or overcome, but
rather REJOICE, being strong and courageous
because Yahusha is with us ALWAYS.

DVD: Restoration of the lost tribes of Yisharal
When the prodigal son returns to the Covenant in
the last days, Yahusha will return to re-gather them
from the distant isles and lands where they are
scattered, and obey His voice in those places.
They remain captive, but will be rescued in one day!

DVD: Evolution VS Intelligent Design
A challenge for atheists. Yahuah has addresses the
atheist, and has revealed Himself through what He has
created, and His Word. The resistance of the knowledge
of Yahuah can be overcome as any other stronghold

DVD: Paul is Accused of being a heretic! Seminar
defends Brother Paul against those who are slandering him and his message which was given to
him by Yahuasha. To accuse a teacher and resist
his message is a serious matter.

Direct evidence presented from Scripture on the timing
of the so called “rapture” and the sudden return of
Yahusha in the Day of Yahuah. Topics: Ten virgins,
raising of the dead, sealing with the Name, blood Moon,
day of darkness, harvest workers, reapers.

DVD: Synagogue of Shatan—Is it people or
doctrine? Any place that teaches that Torah is evil
must be the Synagogue of Shatan. It is identified
by its teachings. The “doctrines of demons” would
naturally teach against Torah.

DVD: The Two Resurrections—2 hr presentation
exploding the popularized “rapture” myth. The first
resurrection: At Yahusha’s Return, gathering the
first-fruits (wise virgins). The second resurrection:
1000 years later, righteous and unrighteous.

DVD: What is the Gospel? It has always been
Yisharal’s COMMISSION to the nations, to go and
teach it. What is it? Live seminar.

DVD: Racial Identity Stronghold –all NATIONS
to be delivered!, yet there are divisions among us
on the “identity” of Yisharal based on RACE, even
among those following Yahusha. Nation divided
against nation, Mt. 24, bigotry on the rise

DVD: Doctrines of Demons
A Culture of Rebellion, Doctrines, Teachings,
Secuctions of fallen malakim; all reside in those
who are false teachers. These teachers are the
source of all errors, the Darnel, fake wheat,
blending among the true wheat. There’s a way to
determine the difference: To the Torah!

DVD: Christmas-The Spell of Satan’s Birthday
A discussion on the origin of Christmas and whose
birthday Dec. 25th really is. True ID of Santa Claus
as inherited from the worship of Molok / Nimrod.
Why bring trees into homes and decorate them, and
why Christmas is witchcraft based on Sun worship.
It will not survive the Second Coming of Yahusha.
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DVD: Return of Yahusha

MORE ORDERING DETAILS ON REVERSE SIDE

DVD: EASTER AKA ISHTAR
WHO IS SHE? The Earth Mother (aka nature)
Is revered by every culture, and honored every
year in the spring as days lengthen, and warm
weather revives the seeds to begin growing.
The symbols of fertility are all adopted from the
culture of rebellion, Babel.

